CARVART (CARVE-art) reflects back to its 20-year-old beginning in Brooklyn, NY when the art of carving glass not only inspired its name it also produced beautiful glass products. Today CARVART’s rich past links to a clear future with the refined and sophisticated carved, etch patterns created for our first C1 Collection. True to the CARVART brand, the twelve designs in the collection incorporate squares and triangles made up of organic hand-painted shapes and crisp geometric lines. The organic geometry of these curated patterns propels a dynamic flow for any design application. But this is only the beginning—express yourself creatively by adding color, varying translucent views and pattern scale to any of these twelve exclusive etched designs. Create with CARVART.
Organic Geometry
12 Etch Patterns
Each pattern is available in a small (S) and a 200% larger (L) scale.

Scales shown are not actual size.

Redhook, Seagate, Midwood, Kensington and Wingate offer standard reverse choices (R).

Bayridge and Canarsie are double sided.
Available in:

01S  (Small)
01SR (Small Reverse)
01L  (Large)
01LR (Large Reverse)
Redhook
01SR (Small Reverse)
Actual size
Redhook
Large

01L
Bayridge

Available in:

02S (Small)
02L (Large)

Double-sided
Bayridge
02S (Small)
Actual size
Bayridge
Small
Available in:
03S (Small)
03L (Large)
Available in:

- **04S** (Small)
- **04SR** (Small Reverse)
- **04L** (Large)
- **04LR** (Large Reverse)
Seagate
04S (Small)
Actual size
Seagate
Large Reverse
Available in:

05S (Small)
05L (Large)
Greenpoint
05S (Small)
Actual size
Greenpoint
Large
Available in:

- **06S** (Small)
- **06SR** (Small Reverse)
- **06L** (Large)
- **06LR** (Large Reverse)
Midwood 06SR (Small Reverse)
Actual size
Available in:

07S  (Small)
07L  (Large)
Flatbush
07S (Small)
Actual size
Flatbush
Large
Available in:
08S (Small)
08SR (Small Reverse)
08L (Large)
08LR (Large Reverse)
Kensington
Large Reverse
Available in:

- **09S** (Small)
- **09SR** (Small Reverse)
- **09L** (Large)
- **09LR** (Large Reverse)
Wingate
09SR (Small Reverse)
Actual size
Available in:
10S (Small)
10L (Large)
Williamsburg
10S (Small)
Actual size
10L

Williamsburg
Large
Available in:
11S (Small)
11L (Large)
Bedford
Large
12 Canarsie

Available in:
**12S** (Small)
**12L** (Large)

Double-sided
Canarsie

12S (Small)

Actual size
Canarsie
Small
CARVART is a creative solutions company specializing in architectural glass products and hardware systems for the modern environment. We work with architects and designers to provide innovative selections for personal creative expression.
Contact your CARVART sales representative to learn about our 25 curated transparent colors, four dynamic views and two standard scales for each pattern. Customization is available by combining pattern scaling and banding with colors, views and double-sided etch options.

Be inspired. Express yourself. Create with CARVART.
Colors

04L
shown in
C056

View:
T (Transparent)
Views

09L
shown in
T1 (Translucent 1)

Color:
04 Icy White
Scaling

Collaborate with CARVART to customize a pattern scale according to your personal preference and design vision.

01LR (Custom)
Banding

Tailor a pattern to enhance the functional aesthetic of the partition while creating a unique design expression.

01LR (Custom)
CARVART was brought in by developers of 261 Madison Avenue located in NYC, with the idea to produce a custom etched product for the exterior facade. The finished product was a unique custom insulated unit made by layering the custom infinity etched pattern on the front, while employing CARVART’s pure shimmer laminated product on the back. It features a unique shadow 3D pattern effect, ever changing depending on the location of the sun.
Architecture and Interior Design: CetraRuddy Architecture
Glazing Contractor: WW Glass LLC
Photography: Bradley Imaging
The small and large pattern scale relationship is for reference only.

Scales shown are not actual size.

S (Small)
L (Large)
SR (Small Reverse)
LR (Large Reverse)
SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE
LINE: C1 COLLECTION
COLOR: 01 PURE
PATTERN: 01 REDHOOK (SMALL REVERSE)
VIEW: T (TRANSPARENT)

C1-01-01SR-T

GLASS
ANNEALED, LAMINATED, HEAT STRENGTHEN LAMINATED,
TEMPERED, TEMPERED LAMINATED

TECHNIQUE
ETCH

VIEW
T, T1, S1, R

THICKNESS (CALL FOR OTHER AVAILABLE THICKNESSES)

MAXIMUM SIZE (CALL FOR LARGER SIZES)
48"x 120”— ALL ROOM SCENES SHOW FULL SIZED PANELS

CUSTOMIZATION
ADDITIONAL COLORS AND VIEWS AVAILABLE
CONTACT YOUR CARVART SALES REPRESENTATIVE
FOR A FULL SELECTION

INFO@CARVART.COM
212.675.0030
CARVART.COM

Product and Brochure Design:
Ferreira Design Company
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